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P-MATCHINGS IN GRAPHS: A BRIEF SURVEY WITH SOME OPEN
PROBLEMS
TODD FENSTERMACHER, SOUMENDRA GANGULY, STEPHEN HEDETNIEMI,
RENU LASKAR
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
ABSTRACT. For a graph G = (V,E), a matching M is a set of independent
edges. The topic of matchings is well studied in graph theory. In this paper
many varieties of matchings are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
We begin with some standard definitions on a graph G = (V,E). For a vertex v ∈
V(G), the open neighborhood of v is N(v) = {u∣uv ∈E(G)}, and the closed neigh-
borhood of v is N[v] = N(v)∪{v}. A set S ⊆V (G) is a dominating set if for all
u ∈V(G)−S, there exists v ∈ S such that uv ∈E(G). The domination number of G is
γ(G) =min{∣S∣ ∶ S is dominating set}. A set S ⊆V (G) is independent if u,v ∈ S im-
plies uv ∉E(G).The independence number is β0(G)=max{∣S∣ ∶S is independent}.
A set S ⊆ V(G) is a vertex cover if every edge of G is incident to a vertex in S.
The vertex covering number of G is α0(G) =min{∣S∣ ∶ S is a vertex cover}. A set
F ⊆ E(G) is an edge cover if every vertex of G is incident with an edge in F.
The edge covering number of G is α1(G) =min{∣F ∣ ∶ F is an edge cover}. A set
M ⊆ E(G) is a matching if no two edges in M have a vertex in common. The
matching number of G is β1(G) =max{∣M∣ ∶M is a matching}. If a vertex u is in-
cident with some edge in M, then u is said to be saturated by M. A matching M is
maximal if for all e ∉ M, M∪{e} is not a matching. The lower matching number
of G is β−1 (G) =min{∣M∣ ∶M is a maximal matching}. The matching number and
lower matching number are demonstrated in Figure 1. A matching M is perfect if
it saturates all the vertices of G. Not every graph has a perfect matching.
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FIGURE 1. β1(P8) = 4 from {12,34,56,78} and β
−
1 (P8) =
3 from {23,45,67}
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2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Here we present some of what are perhaps the most significant results of match-
ing theory. These results can be found in any standard textbook on graph theory.
An excellent book on matching theory is Matching Theory by Lova´sz and Plum-
mer [12]. In particular, the preface of this book gives an extraordinary history of
some of these results.
Theorem 2.1 (Frobenius (1917): Marriage Theorem ). G = (A,B,E) bipartite has
a perfect matching if and only if
i) ∣A∣ = ∣B∣
ii) ∣X ∣ ≤ ∣N(X)∣ for each X ⊆ A
Theorem 2.2 (Ko¨nig-Egerva´ry (1931)). G bipartite implies β1(G) = α0(G).
Definition 2.1. Let A = {A1,A2, . . . ,An} be a collection of subsets of a set X ⊆
V(G).A system of distinct representatives (SDR) for A is a set of distinct elements
a1,a2, . . . ,an in X such that ai ∈ Ai.
Theorem 2.3 (P. Hall (1935) : “Hall’s Condition”). A = {A1,A2, . . .Am} a set of
subsets of a set X has a SDR ⇐⇒ ∣∪i∈S Ai∣ ≥ ∣S∣ for every S ⊆ {1,2, . . . ,m}.
Note that if ∣X ∣ = ∣A∣, then Theorem 2.3 is equivalent to Theorem 2.1. A great
book which explores problems having their origin in above theorem by Hall is
Transversal theory by Mirsky [14]. We also note that a number of early equivalent
results were proved by several authors. Historically the first of these results was
by Frobenius, but the names of Ko¨nig, Egerva´ry, and Hall are more often assigned
to various generalizations of this result. In particular, Theorem 2.2 is an important
example of a class of results known as “minimax theorems.” For example, the
well-known max-flow min-cut theorem is one such minimax theorem.
The last of our classic theorems in this section relates four of the parameters
discussed in the introduction.
Theorem 2.4 (Gallai Identities (1959)). If G has no isolates, then
i) α0(G)+β0(G) = ∣V(G)∣
ii) α1(G)+β1(G) = ∣V(G)∣
Theorems on maximum and perfect matchings came later, and attempted to
answer such questions as, “When is a matching maximum?” or, “When does a
perfect matching exist?” Berge and Tutte and many others have attempted to an-
swer such questions [2],[3],[15].
Lastly we note that matching theory has not developed in a vacuum, but has had
an influence in other areas of mathematics. For example the minimax theorems as
mentioned earlier are close to the birth of duality theory in linear programming.
Furthermore, the first nontrivial polyhedron studied by Edmondswas thematching
polytope, and this lead to ground-breaking work in the areas of facet determina-
tion and “good” characterizations. Even more so, Edmond’s matching algorithm
had influence in complexity theory by showing that the challenging problem of
matching was solvable in polynomial time.
3. VARIETIES OF MATCHINGS
In this section we highlight a few interesting varieties of matchings. The vari-
eties discussed here are examples of what we call P-matchings.
Definition 3.1. Let P be a property of G, and let M a matching of G such that the
induced subgraph of M, ⟨M⟩, has property P, then we call M a P-matching.
With regard to P-matchings, we are interested in two parameters:
βP =max{∣M∣ ∶ ⟨M⟩ has property P}
β−P =min{∣M∣ ∶ ⟨M⟩ is maximal with respect to P}.
Example 3.1 (Induced Matching (strong matching)). M is an induced (strong)
matching if ⟨M⟩ is a disjoint union of K2’s.
Strong matching was introduced by Cameron in 1989 [4]. The two parame-
ters of interest here are β∗(G) =max{∣M∣ ∶ M is induced matching} and β
−
∗
(G) =
min{∣M∣ ∶M is maximal induced matching}.
Example 3.2 (Uniquely Restricted Matching (ur)). A matching M is a uniquely
restricted if the only perfect matching of ⟨M⟩ is M. Uniquely restricted matching
was introduced by Golumbic et al. in 2001 [8]. The parameters of interest are
βur(G) =max{∣M∣ ∶M is a ur matching}
and
β−ur(G) =min{∣M∣ ∶M is a maximal ur matching}.
Figure 2 contains an example of a matching which is ur and a matching which
is not ur.
FIGURE 2. Examples of ur (left) and not ur (right) matchings.
The next four examples of of P-matchings are connected matchings, isolate
free matchings, disconnected matchings, and acyclic matchings. These varieties
were introduced by Goddard et al. in 2005 [7].
Example 3.3 (Connected matching). A matching M is connected if ⟨M⟩ is con-
nected. We have βc(G)=max{∣M∣ ∶M is connected matching} and β
−
c (G)=min{∣M∣ ∶
M is maximal connected matching}.
Example 3.4 (Isolate free matching). A matching M is isolate free if ∣M∣ = 1 or
⟨M⟩ has noK2 component. We have βi f (G)=max{∣M∣ ∶M is isolate free matching}
and β−i f (G) =min{∣M∣ ∶M is maximal isolate free matching}.
Example 3.5 (Disconnected matching). A matching M is disconnected if ∣M∣ = 1
or ⟨M⟩ is disconnected. We have βdc(G)=max{∣M∣ ∶M is disconnected matching}
and β−dc(G) =min{∣M∣ ∶M is maximal disconnected matching}.
Example 3.6 (Acyclic matching). A matching M is acyclic if ⟨M⟩ is acyclic. We
have
βac(G) =max{∣M∣ ∶M is acyclic matching}
and
β−ac(G) =min{∣M∣ ∶M is maximal acyclic matching}.
We next give a few simple results concerning these new varieties of matchings.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a graph, then
i) β∗(G) ≤ βac(G) ≤ βur(G) ≤ β1(G)
ii) β∗(G) ≤ βdc(G) ≤ β1(G)
iii) βc(G) ≤ βi f (G) ≤ β1(G)
The following theorem is found in [8].
Theorem 3.2. A matching M is ur if and only if ⟨M⟩ does not contain an alter-
nating cycle with respect to M.
This next theorem is found in [7].
Theorem 3.3. If G is connected, then βc(G) = βi f (G) = β1(G).
The next variety of matching was introduced by Nordhaus in 1977 [1].
Example 3.7. A set M ⊆V ∪E is a total matching of G if the elements of M are
pairwise independent, and M is maximal.
In a 1970 paper [13], Graham introduced what he called a simple cutset. This
gave the basis for what we call a separating matching.
Example 3.8. A matching M is separating (or disconnecting) matching if M is an
edge cut.
The hypercube Qn is a classic example of a graph with a separating matching.
The last variety of matchings that we mention here before introducing new
varieties of matchings is b-matchings. We first need some notation. We let d(v)
denote the degree of a vertex v, and let b(v) be bound such that 0 ≤ b(v) ≤ d(v).
Definition 3.2. A set M ⊆ E(G) is a b-matching of G if ∣{(u,v) ∈ M}∣ ≤ b(v) for
all v.
Much study has been done on the complexity of finding b-matchings, in partic-
ular Goodman, Hedetniemi, and Tarjan found a linear time greedy algorithm for
trees [11].
4. NEW CLASSES OF MATCHINGS
In this section we introduce what we believe to be new classes of matchings.
We start with some definitions. Let S ⊆V(G) and let u ∈ S.We say u is irredundant
with respect to S if u has a private neighbor, i.e., N[u]−N[S−{u}] ≠ ∅. A vertex
v is an external private neighbor of u if v is a private neighbor of u and v ∉ S. A
set S is irredundant if every vertex of S is irredundant. We now introduce vertex-
irredundant and edge-irredundant matchings.
Definition 4.1. A matching M is vertex-irredundant if for every e = uv ∈M, either
u or v has an external private neighbor.
Definition 4.2. A matching M is edge-irredundant if every e ∈ M has an edge
e′ ∉M incident to e and no other edges of M.
For the above classes, we are interested in the usual parameters but introduce
the following notation.
β vIR(G) =max{∣M∣ ∶M is vertex-irredundant matching}
β vir(G) =min{∣M∣ ∶M is maximal vertex-irredundant matching}
β eIR(G) =max{∣M∣ ∶M is edge-irredundant matching}
β eir(G) =min{∣M∣ ∶M is maximal edge-irredundant matching}
We next introduce independent and bipartite matching.
Definition 4.3. A matching is independent if it has an orientation (X ,Y) such that
X is independent.
An example of an independent matching is given in Figure 3.
1 2 3 4
1’ 2’ 3’ 4’
→
X ∶
Y ∶
1 2 3’ 4
1’ 2’ 3 4’
FIGURE 3. An independent matching
The two parameters of interest are
βi(G) =max{∣M∣ ∶M is independent matching}
β−i (G) =min{∣M∣ ∶M is maximal independent matching}.
Definition 4.4. A matching is bipartite if it has an orientation (X ,Y) such that
both X and Y are independent.
An example of a bipartite matching is given in Figure 4.
1 2 3 4
1’ 2’ 3’ 4’
→
X ∶
Y ∶
1 2’ 3’ 4’
1’ 2 3 4
FIGURE 4. A bipartite matching
The parameters of interest for a bipartite matching are
βb(G) =max{∣M∣ ∶M is bipartite matching}
β−b (G) =min{∣M∣ ∶M is maximal bipartite matching}.
We next introduce two more related varieties of matchings. But first we need
the following definitions.
Definition 4.5. Two edges e1,e2 ∈E(G) are closed neighborhood adjacent (cnbr)
if there exists v ∈ V(G) such that e1e2 ∈ E(⟨N[v]⟩). We say that e1,e2 are cnbr
independent if they are not cnbr adjacent.
Figure 5 gives an example of two edges which are cnbr adjacent.
v
e1 e2
FIGURE 5. e1 and e2 are cnbr adjacent
Definition 4.6. Two edges e1,e2 ∈ E(G) are open neighborhood adjacent (onbr)
if there exists v ∈ V(G) such that e1e2 ∈ E(⟨N(v)⟩). We say that e1,e2 are onbr
independent if they are not onbr adjacent.
Figure 6 gives an example of two edges which are onbr adjacent.
v
e1 e2
FIGURE 6. e1 and e2 are onbr adjacent
We can now introduce two more matchings based on cnbr and onbr.
Definition 4.7. A matching M ⊆ E(G) is an onbr matching if the edges of M are
pairwise onbr independent.
Definition 4.8. A matching M ⊆ E(G) is a cnbr matching if the edges of M are
pairwise cnbr independent.
The parameters of interest for onbr and cnbr matchings are
βon =max{∣M∣ ∶M is an onbr matching}
β−on =min{∣M∣ ∶M is a maximal onbr matching}
βcn =max{∣M∣ ∶M is a cnbr matching}
β−cn =min{∣M∣ ∶M is a maximal cnbr matching}
5. COMPLEXITY RESULTS
Even a brief survey would be incomplete without mentioning some of the
complexity results concerning matchings. Perhaps the most significant result is
due to Edmonds [5] celebrated blossom algorithm which shows that β1(G) can
be determined in polynomial time for any G. This result also has implications
for some of the varieties of matchings discussed in Section 3. That is, since
β1(G) = βc(G) = βi f (G) if G is connected, then βc(G) and βi f (G) can also be
determined in polynomial time for any G.
In contrast, Cameron [4] showed in 1989 that finding β∗(G) is NP-complete for
bipartite graphs. In 1992, Fricke and Laskar [6] showed finding β∗(G) is linear
for trees. Golumbic and Laskar [9] showed β∗(G) can be found in polynomial
time for interval graphs, chordal graphs, and circular arc graphs. Golumbic and
Lewenstein [10] later generalized these results to wider classes of graphs, and
improved on some of the previously known results. In particular, they showed
that determining β∗(G) is NP-complete for planar graphs, polynomial time for
trapezoid graphs and cocomparability graphs, and linear time for interval graphs.
Golumbic, Lewenstein, and Hirst [8] showed that finding βur(G) is NP-complete
for bipartite graphs and chordal graphs. Furthermore, for proper interval graphs
and threshold graphs, computational time is on the order of O(∣V ∣). Moreover,
this result can be extended to show that finding βac(G) is also NP-complete.
Of the matching varieties discussed in Section 3, this leaves only the complex-
ity of βdc in question.
We also note that for trees and for graphs with no even cycles, β1 = βur. That
is, for graphs whose blocks are either edges or chordless odd cycles, we have
β1 = βur.
6. OPEN QUESTIONS
We end this survey with a few directions for further work concerning the P-
matchings introduced here.
Of course the first direction would be to find good upper bounds on βP and
good lower bounds on β−P for each of the P-matchings introduced.
Also for each P-matching, characterization theorems should be developed to
describe when a given matching M is a maximum P-matching.
Recalling the Gallai identities, it would be of interest to find a parameter, say
“αP” such that βP(G)+αP(G) = ∣V (G)∣.
It would also be desirable to have Nordhaus-Gaddum type results for these
parameters, i.e., to complete the following inequalities
? ≤ βP(G)+βP(G¯) ≤?
? ≤ βP(G) ⋅βP(G¯) ≤?
In addition to many other results which could be of interest concerning these
parameters, determining the complexity of finding βP is most desirable.
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